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Teacher observation has become increasingly central to 
educational research and school improvement efforts 
(American Institutes for Research, 2016; Hamilton, 

2012; Stein & Matsumura, 2009). Observations of classroom 
practice are valuable because they identify specific domains of 
practice for improvement and can target dimensions of school-
ing not captured by test scores. When equipped with a well-
developed, nuanced observational protocol, an observer should, 
in principle, be able to capture “the feel” of the classroom learn-
ing environment. Is this classroom a lively, engaging, and sup-
portive learning environment?

We report the results of research efforts to develop fully auto-
mated, computerized methods to measure an important dimen-
sion of teachers’ practice—question-asking behavior. Teacher 
questions are an essential pedagogical element that perform 
many functions, from monitoring student learning to creating a 
space for students’ interests and ideas (Wilkinson & Son, 2009). 
It is not an exaggeration to describe much of teachers’ work as 
facilitating “talking to learn,” which can be achieved by asking 

good questions (Alexander, 2008; Britton, 1969; Juzwik, 
Borsheim-Black, Caughlan, & Heintz, 2013; Resnick & 
Schantz, 2015). As such, many well-known observational proto-
cols place emphasis on teacher questioning practices (Measures 
of Effective Teaching Project, 2012). Observations of teacher 
practice can help teachers to improve classroom talk by— 
referencing Clarke and Hollingsworth’s (2002) model of teacher 
learning—making salient important discourse features while 
giving teachers an external source of information on their 
practice.

Observational tools also play an increasing role in preservice 
teacher education, especially in the student-teaching phase (Wei 
& Pecheone, 2010). Currently, transcripts and video from 
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preservice teachers’ own classrooms provide data for them to use 
in analyzing their classroom discourse and in investigating the 
effectiveness of experiments to improve their discourse. 
Observational tools also provide structure and focus as their 
supervisors assess teacher learning evident in instructional sam-
ples (Caughlan, Juzwik, Borsheim-Black, Kelly, & Fine, 2013; 
Kersting, Givvin, Thompson, Santagata, & Stigler, 2012; Kucan, 
2007; Kucan, Palincsar, Khasnabis, & Chang, 2009; Rosemary, 
Freppon, & Kinnucan-Welsch, 2002; Roskos, Boehlen, & 
Walker, 2000). Teachers who participate in structured analysis of 
their own and others’ practice experience growth in pedagogical 
reasoning; in particular, their analyses become more evidence-
based and focused on student thinking and learning (Armstrong 
& Curran, 2006; Sherin & Han, 2004).

Yet observational methods of supporting preservice and in-
service teacher learning are currently logistically complex, requir-
ing observer training and an expensive allocation of peer, staff, 
administrator, or supervisor time (Archer et al., 2016). Alternatively, 
computational linguists and computer scientists have begun to 
apply automated observation and coding techniques in the 
instructional sciences. This research strives to capitalize on the 
ability of computers to sort, analyze, and summarize the vast 
amounts of fine-grained information entailed in interpersonal 
communication. Many advances have been made in developing 
conversational intelligent tutoring systems and other language-
based learning technologies (Graesser, McNamara, & VanLehn, 
2005; Roscoe & McNamara, 2013; Rosé & Ferschke, 2016; 
Rus, D’Mello, Hu, & Graesser, 2013), though most of these sys-
tems have been tested in the lab or in online learning contexts 
rather than in traditional classroom environments.

In research in natural classroom settings, Miller and col-
leagues used the Language Environment Analysis system (LENA; 
Ford, Baer, Xu, Yapanel, & Gray, 2008), a wearable audio record-
ing device, to assess when teachers were speaking, students were 
speaking, speech was overlapping, or there was silence (Wang, 
Miller, & Cortina, 2013; Wang, Pan, Miller, & Cortina, 2014). 
These data on teacher-student turn-taking dynamics were used 
to develop automated systems to discriminate among basic pat-
terns of instructional time use. Despite the pioneering nature of 
this work, LENA is prohibitively expensive (> $10,000), utilizes 
proprietary software, is mainly suited for young child/caregiver 
interactions, and does not provide audio of suitable fidelity to 
facilitate automated speech recognition, a requisite for measur-
ing nuanced question properties. This necessitated a new 
approach for automated collection and analysis of classroom 
discourse.

Classroom Discourse and Authentic Questions

Classroom discourse and the types of talk teachers use to pro-
mote learning can take many forms, from teacher-directed lec-
tures, communication of procedures and directions, and 
question-and-answer recitations, to open-ended discussions, 
where students and teachers exchange ideas collaboratively 
(Alexander, 2008; Juzwik et al., 2013). Although lecturing and 
other teacher-directed talk serves useful pedagogical functions, 
much research in classroom discourse has focused on interactive 
forms of talk encompassing genuine discussions, deliberations, 
and so forth, which are often collectively termed dialogic. A key 

feature of high-quality teacher discourse is that it takes students’ 
ideas seriously (Gamoran & Nystrand, 1992), and is thought to 
elicit both increased cognition and engagement (Kelly, 2007; 
Nystrand, 1997; Resnick & Schantz, 2015). Nystrand (2006) 
argued that discourse is an extension of teachers’ underlying peda-
gogical approach (see also Kelly et al., 2018), such that dialogically 
organized instruction is uncommon among transmission-oriented 
teachers who view their role as providing information to stu-
dents and ensuring content coverage. Empirical studies show 
that genuine classroom discussions are indeed quite rare 
(Chinn, Anderson, & Waggoner, 2001; Nystrand & Gamoran, 
1997), so perhaps even teachers who embrace student-cen-
tered/constructivist pedagogies have difficulty eliciting discus-
sion. As a result, many efforts have been made by teacher 
education and professional development experts to communi-
cate to teachers specific strategies to enhance the quality of 
classroom discourse and learning outcomes (Adler & Rougle, 
2005; Alexander, 2008; Beach & Myers, 2001; Boyd & Galda, 
2011; Burke, 2010; Caughlan et al., 2013; Rymes, 2009; 
Thompson, 2008).

Authentic questions, those questions for which the answers 
are not presupposed by the teacher (e.g., “Do you think Abigail 
is going to tell the truth?”; Juzwik et al., 2013, p. 27), are a core 
feature of dialogically organized instruction. Authentic ques-
tions serve several functions in the classroom. First, they serve to 
convey some authority to students, giving students input into 
the flow of inquiry. This provides an opportunity for students to 
link classroom topics with their own experiences, thereby 
improving engagement, coherence, and retention (Nystrand, 
1997). Second, authentic questions and other discourse moves 
serve a normative function in the classroom, setting the expecta-
tion that students will be active participants in the learning pro-
cess (Gamoran & Nystrand, 1992; Nystrand, 1997). Finally, 
authentic questions may also serve to provoke thought and anal-
ysis, as opposed to a simple reporting of information or facts 
(Kelly, 2007).

Authentic questions are related to student engagement (Kelly, 
2007) and achievement growth (Gamoran & Kelly, 2003; 
Nystrand & Gamoran, 1997), and are central to many concep-
tual models of effective discourse practices. Instructional frame-
works including Quality Talk (Wilkinson, Soter, & Murphy, 
2010), Accountable Talk (Resnick, Michaels, and O’Connor, 
2010), and Questioning the Author (McKeown & Beck, 2015) all 
emphasize authentic questions. More generally, by promoting 
substantive conversation, connections to the world beyond the 
classroom, and higher-order thinking, authentic questions play 
an important role in Authentic Pedagogy, a set of instructional 
and assessment practices that balance active learning and intel-
lectual quality and are linked with achievement growth 
(Newmann, Marks, & Gamoran, 1996).

Current Study: Developing a New Technology for 
Measuring Classroom Discourse

Nystrand and Gamoran’s analyses of instructional time use and 
question properties provided a foundation for our present work 
(Gamoran & Kelly, 2003; Gamoran & Nystrand, 1992; 
Nystrand & Gamoran, 1997). This prior research utilized a 
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computer-based observational system relying on expert human 
coders to identify discourse practices at the level of individual 
questions and, thus, provided exceptionally precise measures of 
instructional practice, including teachers’ use of authentic ques-
tions. We seek to reproduce the capability of Nystrand’s CLASS1 
program using automated methods and, as a proof-of-concept of 
automated analysis of classroom discourse, present an analysis 
comparing measures of authentic questions using traditional 
human coding to an automated approach.

The development of this technology entailed iteratively 
developing three basic automated processes: (a) automatic speech 
recognition (ASR) to obtain text transcriptions from spoken 
audio; (b) natural language processing (NLP) to extract mean-
ingful language features (representations) from the transcripts; 
and (c) machine learning to train computers how to classify the 
content and communicative intent of utterances. These methods 
are beginning to be used in educational research, including stud-
ies of text characteristics (Graesser, McNamara, & Kulikowich, 
2011) and writing proficiency (Allen, Snow, & McNamara, 
2016). In our work, we combine them to produce estimates of 
teachers’ use of authentic questions in a scalable and generaliz-
able manner.

At the outset, experienced classroom observers might be 
rightfully dubious of these efforts, all for good reason. First, 
many real-world classrooms are noisy, boisterous environments, 

and dialect variation and multiparty chatter remain nontrivial 
technical problems for ASR (Stolcke, 2011). Second, the auto-
mated approach would need to be effective in a wide array of 
diverse classrooms, not just addressing diverse dialects, but also 
providing an unbiased analysis of teacher practice, a concern of 
growing importance in artificial intelligence research (Hardt, 
Price, & Srebro, 2016). Third, classification of classroom dis-
course, where the base rates of many question properties are low 
(see Table 1), would seem to be especially susceptible to the chal-
lenges associated with imbalanced data, a major concern in 
machine learning (Yang & Xu, 2006). Fourth, visual cues, such 
as head nods, smiles, and so forth, which communicate valuable 
information, are not available when only speech is analyzed (as 
with our approach), potentially disadvantaging automated 
methods. Fifth, and perhaps most fundamentally, authenticity 
and other discourse properties are conceptualized most fully as 
“question events” or as being embedded within spells of interac-
tive discourse, rather than properties of individual utterances 
(Nystrand, 1997). Thus, in Nystrand’s coding scheme (which 
provided the “gold-standard” or criterion reference codes for 
authenticity in this study), the coding of each question is not 
done in isolation but is instead based on the sequence and flow 
of discourse around each question. Would it really be possible to 
automate the analysis of such fundamentally complex aspects of 
human interaction?

Table 1
Question Property Statistics From Four Classroom Observation Studies Employing  

Nystrand’s CLASS Program

Opening Dialogue 
Samplea

CELA’s National 
Studyb

CELA’s Partnership for 
Literacy Studyc

CLASS 5.0 
Study

Control 
Group

Treatment 
Group

Sample: # of observations (classrooms) 451 (112) 287 (72) 88 (26) 344 (93) 132 (27)
Sample characteristicsd 8th- & 9th-grade  

English, 1987–1989
7th-, 8th-, 10th-, & 

11th-grade English, 
1999–2001

7th- & 8th-grade English,  
2001–2003

6th- to 8th-
grade English, 
2013–2016

Question propertiese

 Asked by teacher 92% 84% 92% 90% 94%
 Authentic teacher questions 18% 25% 27% 48% 35%
 Teacher questions with uptakef 18% 32% 7% 19% 7%
 High cognitive level teacher questions 41% 18% 10% 26% 4%
 Teacher test questionsg Not reported 32% 40% 18% 64%

Note. Revision of table first reported in Kelly and Caughlan (2011).
aResults are a combined average for Grade 8 and Grade 9, weighted by number of coded questions. See Tables 2.5 and 2.6 in Nystrand and Gamoran (1997).
bStatistics reported here are from the raw data, and depart slightly from those reported in Gamoran and Kelly (2003), which used an analytic sample of 64 of the classes.
cSee Kelly (2007) for further details on the Partnership for Literacy Study.
dThe Opening Dialogue study took place in eight midwestern communities. CELA’s National Study is also called the “5 State Study” because it took place in California, 
Florida, New York, Texas, and Wisconsin, and in some reports, “The Validation Study.” The Partnership for Literacy Study took place in Wisconsin and New York, and 
included only regular-track or untracked classrooms; all other studies used an approximately balanced sample of low-, middle-, and high-track classrooms. The CLASS 5.0 
Study took place in the Midwest.
eIn the Partnership for Literacy Study and the CLASS 5.0 Study, question properties are calculated for teacher questions using observation level data. In the National Study, 
the data was collected to include student questions for uptake and high cognitive level, but only teacher questions for authenticity. In the Opening Dialogue sample, only 
authentic questions are explicitly labeled as including only teacher questions, and the text is not entirely clear on whether the proportions included student questions, but 
student questions constitute a very small percentage of all recorded questions.
fBeginning with the Partnership study, a more restrictive definition of uptake was used (“authentic uptake”).
gTest questions are those without uptake or authenticity and are of low cognitive level, i.e., teacher questions asking for a report of information.
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We address this question by developing methods and apply-
ing them to data from two sources, the Partnership for Literacy 
Study (Kelly, 2007) and the newly collected CLASS 5.0 data (see 
below). Together, these datasets offer complementary attributes 
that allow us to develop and test automated methods; and 
importantly, they both feature gold-standard human-coded cri-
terion estimates of question authenticity. The archival Partnership 
for Literacy Study provided a large and diverse corpus of ques-
tion transcripts (about 27,000 teacher questions), with pro-
nounced variability in teachers’ discourse practices (due to the 
study design) as well as detailed information on classroom 
sociodemographic and achievement composition. Thus, the 
Partnership data were useful for both initial development and 
testing of the automated methods and for testing the sensitivity 
of our methods to classroom context. However, due to the poor 
quality of Partnership archival audio recordings, we could not 
conduct fully automated analyses of these data; we relied instead 
on human transcriptions. To address this, we developed a cost-
effective and scalable method to record audio of sufficient qual-
ity using newly collected data from 27 midwestern classrooms 
(CLASS 5.0 sample), paving the way for a fully automated 
approach to authenticity measurement.

Data and Methods

Data Sources

Data for the present analyses come from two sources, the 
Partnership for Literacy Study and the CLASS 5.0 sample. The 
Partnership for Literacy Study included classroom observations 
and other related data collected in seventh- and eighth-grade 
English and language arts classrooms in Wisconsin and New 
York from 2001 to 2003. The Partnership data have three note-
worthy features. First, the Partnership sample of 432 observa-
tions in 119 classrooms consisted of only regular or untracked 
classrooms (no honors, remedial, or otherwise tracked classes 
were included).2 Second, because the Partnership entailed a pro-
fessional development intervention, classroom observations 
revealed higher mean levels of dialogically organized discourse, 
and greater variability in discourse practices than is commonly 
found in naturalistic samples (see Table 1). Third, the students 
participating in the Partnership study were of varying race/eth-
nicity and socioeconomic status; 36.5% of students listed a race/
ethnicity other than White, and about 61% of the students had 
at least one parent with a college degree. However, students were 
clustered at the school and class level especially in terms of race/
ethnicity; for example, 18% of classes were 76% to 100% Black.3

The CLASS 5.0 sample was composed of 132 observations of 
27 middle school English and language arts classrooms, taught 
by 14 teachers in seven midwestern schools from 2013 to 2016. 
The CLASS 5.0 sample includes data from a mostly homoge-
nous, predominantly White rural district in Year 1 (selected for 
expediency in order to begin immediate testing of alternative 
recording systems), and a more diverse district serving a large 
town in Years 2 and 3.4 The selected classrooms represent a range 
of track levels. Although prior research suggests a higher inci-
dence rate of authentic questions and other dialogic discourse 
properties in high-track classrooms, these classrooms also have a 

more homogenous sociodemographic composition (Gamoran & 
Kelly, 2003).

The Gold-Standard Human Coding Approach

CLASS, a computer program where instructional processes are 
coded in real time and can be subsequently revised in the labora-
tory using an audio or video record of the class, provided the 
gold-standard criterion reference codes for this study (Nystrand 
& Gamoran, 1997). CLASS provides a platform for coding spe-
cific attributes of teacher and student questions, including ques-
tion authenticity. Two major coding processes occur during each 
classroom observation. First, time use in the classroom is charac-
terized as one of 17 instructional activities (segments in CLASS’s 
terminology), such that time summary statistics are generated 
for varying instructional activities (e.g., the amount of time 
spent in lecture, seatwork, etc.). Second, within each question 
and answer segment, a common and key instructional activity, 
all instructional questions are recorded and coded by an expert 
based on both question transcripts and the audio/video record-
ing. Procedural questions, such as asking about pages to be read 
as homework, often occur during procedures and directions seg-
ments and are not coded. In addition to the amount of time 
spent in discussion (which occurs only rarely in the typical class-
room, see Nystrand & Gamoran, 1997), the specific attributes 
of teacher and student questions provide the primary insight 
into the nature of classroom discourse in each observation.5 
Reliability studies from double-coding of observations suggests 
that question authenticity has high inter-rater agreement for 
trained raters. Nystrand and Gamoran (1997) report a 78% rate 
of agreement for authenticity (r = .938 across observations), and 
in our most recent data, we find agreement on 82% of questions 
(r = .872 across observations).

Table 1 provides a summary of basic descriptive findings on 
the prevalence of several dialogic discourse features in a series of 
studies using the CLASS program. Across multiple studies 
involving more than a thousand classroom observations in all, 
teacher questions ranged from a low of 18% authentic to a high 
of 48% authentic (in the Partnership treatment group).6,7,8

The Automated Approach

Our automated approach is grounded in the linguistic theory of 
speech acts (Austin, 1962; Searle, 1969), which is particularly rele-
vant to the study of interactive discourse. Speech act theory recog-
nizes the dissociation between what is said (semantic meaning) and 
what is meant (pragmatic meaning). For example, the utterance 
“Can you pass the salt?” is not an information-seeking question 
about the listener’s capability for salt passing (in which case an 
appropriate response might be “Yes”) but rather is an indirect request 
or directive for salt passing. Speech act theory informed later theo-
ries of question asking (Graesser, Person, & Huber, 1992; Lehnert, 
1978) that analyze and categorize questions based on their effect on 
the listener (i.e., on how the listener responds). Determining the 
pragmatic intent of utterances, known as speech act classification, is 
a challenging problem in artificial intelligence (Jurafsky & Martin, 
2000). Nevertheless, previous work has shown it is tractable for gen-
eral dialogue (Stolcke et al., 2000). Olney et al. (2003) further 
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showed that the pragmatic intent of questions is reflected in surface 
cues like part of speech, keywords, and their relative order. Amongst 
other question types, Olney et al.’s approach can identify questions 
that request the listener’s interpretation and judgment, making this 
approach prima facie suitable for measuring authentic questions.

Our work builds on the linguistic analysis of Olney et al. 
(2003) where question-relevant properties of language (called 
features) were deductively structured by the research team into 
patterns or rules. However, in contrast to this prior work, we 
use machine learning to extract patterns using Olney et al.’s 
work as an initial hypothesis. The advantage of applying 
machine learning is that the patterns used to measure authen-
ticity can be automatically learned from language features 
rather than requiring them to be prespecified. To avoid a purely 
data-driven approach, we restrict ourselves to a set of theoreti-
cally grounded language features that span multiple aspects of 
discourse. This is in contrast to purely open-vocabulary 
approaches, common in atheoretical natural language process-
ing, where many thousands of words and/or phrases are used as 
features (e.g., Joachims, 1998).

Our automated methods differ in the two datasets. In the 
Partnership data, our methods are more accurately “semiauto-
mated”; we classified authenticity from the human-transcripts of 
teacher questions. In the CLASS 5.0 sample, we carried out a 
fully automated measurement, beginning with raw audio. Here, 
we provide a high-level overview of our technical approach, in 
each case, for a broad readership. Additional details are discussed 
in previously published reports that we cite.

Semiautomated Authenticity Measurement From 
Archival (Partnership) Data

Our semiautomated approach relied on human coders to (a) seg-
ment the raw classroom audio into teacher utterances, (b) iden-
tify which utterances are questions, (c) discriminate instructional 
questions from noninstructional (e.g., procedural) questions, 
and (d) provide approximate transcriptions of the instructional 
questions. Then, syntactic and discourse parsing (Manning  
et al., 2014; Surdeanu, Hicks, & Valenzuela-Escarcega, 2015) 
was used to compute sentence (a teacher utterance) and multi-
sentence discourse features. At each level of structure (word, sen-
tence, discourse), our approach measures various properties of 
language to arrive at a set of 244 features (for a full explanation 
of features, see Olney, Samei, Donnelly, & D’Mello, 2017). 
Example features include parts-of-speech tags (e.g., noun, verb), 
named entity type (e.g., PERSON, LOCATION), question 
stems (e.g., “what”), word position and order (e.g., whether the 
named entity PERSON feature occurred at the first word or the 
last word), and referential chains (connections across utterances 
via pronouns and their referents).

Why are so many features needed to detect a single discourse 
construct? Consider the following exchange:

Teacher: is advantage a good thing or bad thing?
Student: good thing.
Authentic version: Teacher: good thing. Ok. How would you 

describe advantage?
Nonauthentic version: Teacher: advantage is a good thing

Taken in isolation, the teacher’s initial disjunctive question does 
not have any strong indicators of authenticity. The teacher’s second 
utterance for both authentic and nonauthentic versions contains an 
equivalent reference chain connecting “good thing” and “advan-
tage” to the first question. However, the authentic version has addi-
tional markers (i.e., “would,” “you,” and “describe”) that indicate 
authenticity when considered in conjunction with the first ques-
tion. The machine learning method (see below) learns conditional 
configurations of features so that the authenticity signal of any one 
feature is highly contingent on the other features present, an 
approach that necessitates a comprehensive set of features.

In the course of developing the fully automated models (see 
next section), we shifted from measuring authenticity at the ques-
tion level (Samei et al., 2014, 2015) to estimating the proportion 
of authentic questions in the observation (Olney, Samei, et al., 
2017). Therefore, we first aggregated features (sum, mean, and 
standard deviation of feature counts) at the observation level (each 
observation consisted of an entire class period) to produce a final 
set of 732 (244 × 3) features. This array of features was incorpo-
rated in an M5P regression tree model (Frank, Wang, Inglis, 
Holmes, & Witten, 1998) trained to predict the proportion of 
authentic questions per observation. A regression tree is a decision 
tree that contains regression models at the leaves; starting at the 
root of the tree, decisions to follow a left or right branch are based 
on the value of a particular feature until a leaf with the appropriate 
regression model is reached. The structure of the tree is automati-
cally learned from the data using machine learning, and the com-
bination of models under the tree is analogous to a piecewise 
linear function. To avoid overfitting to the data, we subdivided the 
data by school, an M5P model was trained on observations from 
K-1 schools, and was then used to generate predictions on the 
held-out school. The process was repeated until each school was 
designated the held-out school once.

Fully Automated Authenticity Measurement From 
Classroom (CLASS 5.0) Data

The end-goal of the fully automated approach is to provide a 
measure of authenticity from a recording of classroom audio 
without any human involvement (other than wearing the record-
ing device and submitting the recording to the computer). 
Whereas human auditory and language understanding systems 
have evolved to recognize human speech under noisy conditions, 
computers require relatively high-fidelity audio. Thus, the low- 
to medium-quality audio traditionally obtained in classroom 
recordings would not suffice for automated analyses; this was 
empirically confirmed in D’Mello et al. (2015). Thus, we experi-
mented with several different recording designs to balance a set 
of technical requirements and constraints (see full discussion in 
D’Mello et al., 2015). For example, cameras could not be used 
due to privacy concerns and students could not be individually 
mic’d due to scalability concerns.9

Figure 1 provides a high-level overview of the fully automated 
approach. In our selected design, teachers wore a wireless Samson 
AirLine 77 vocal headset system, which costs $299. The mic 
wirelessly transmits audio to a receiver connected to a laptop, 
which was recorded with the open-source software program 
Audacity. We used this setup to record a total of 7,663 minutes 
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of audio (i.e. the CLASS 5.0 data), comprising 132, 30- to 
90-minute class sessions from 27 classrooms taught by 14 teach-
ers in seven schools over five semesters.10

Using a voice activity detection method we developed (D’Mello 
et al., 2015), we obtained a total of 45,044 teacher utterances, with 
a median length of 2.26 seconds. The spoken utterances were con-
verted into text transcripts using Microsoft Bing Speech, which 
yielded a speech recognition accuracy of 53.3% (Bing) when word 
order was considered and 61.5% when it was ignored (D’Mello  
et al., 2015).11 Though imperfect, this result is encouraging given 
the noisy nature of classroom discourse, which includes conversa-
tional speech, multiparty chatter, background noise, and so on.

Before we could build the models, we first needed to align all 
detected teacher utterances with gold-standard authenticity 
codes, because human coders only provided codes for teacher 
instructional questions (a subset of all automatically detected 
utterances). This was done based on overlap between time-
stamps, a step not required for the Partnership data, which 
required humans to segment the audio.12 To illustrate the differ-
ence between the two datasets:

Partnership data  Proportion instructional questions 
that

( )
  are authentic =

Instructional questions  Authentic quest∩ iions  /
 Instructional questions;

( )

CLASS 5.0 data  Proportion utterances aligned 
with authen

( )
ttic questions =

All Utterances  Authentic questions  / 
A

∩( )
lll Utterances

Because the teacher utterances are often short phrases, more 
than one teacher utterance may align with a single coded ques-
tion. Further, there were far fewer instructional questions (M = 
36.53, SD = 24.14) compared to teacher utterances (M = 341.24, 
SD = 146.29); and because the data did not entail an instruc-
tional intervention, only 3.6% (SD = 0.034) of utterances were 
aligned with authentic questions in the CLASS 5.0 data com-
pared to 51.9% (SD = 0.210) instructional questions deemed 
authentic in the Partnership data.13

The low incidence rate resulted in an imbalanced classes prob-
lem, which has been proposed as one of data mining’s top 10 
challenging problems (Yang & Wu, 2006). For this reason, we 
shifted from measuring authenticity at the question level to esti-
mating the proportion of authentic questions in a class session as 
noted above (Olney, Samei, et al., 2017).

The subsequent steps were similar to the ones applied to the 
Partnership data with two exceptions. First, language features were 
computed from speech recognition transcripts of all teacher utter-
ances rather than manual transcripts of only instructional questions. 

FIGURE 1. Illustration of the fully automated approach.
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Finally, because there were only seven schools in the CLASS 5.0 sam-
ple, the M5P models were validated using a leave-one-teacher-out 
approach compared to the previous leave-one-school-out method.

Results

We assess three aspects of the model performance. First, how well do 
the computer estimates match the central tendency and variability 
in the human codes; that is, how well do the distributions overlap? 
Second, at the level of individual observations, and when aggregated 
to the class level, how well do the computer estimates correspond to 
the human-coded estimates for each specific observation and class; 
are the computer-estimates reliable? Aggregating estimates to the 
class level anticipates use in research or reform of class-level phe-
nomena (e.g., curriculum tracking, instructional interventions), or 
where multiple observations of individual sessions are used to build 
a profile of teacher practice (see, e.g., Measures of Effective Teaching 
Project, 2012). Third, how sensitive are the computer estimates to 
classroom context? We present results for the much larger but only 
semiautomated Partnership for Literacy Study data, as well as the 
smaller, fully automated CLASS 5.0 data.

Semiautomated Approach on the Partnership for 
Literacy Data

Table 2 reports statistics summarizing the correspondence 
between the human-coded and computer estimates of the 

prevalence of authentic teacher questions at both the observation 
(N = 428) and class level (N = 116). For the observation-level 
analysis, two sets of findings are presented: the full N = 428 sam-
ple, and with observations restricted to those with 300 seconds 
or more of time spent in question and answer sessions (N = 374). 
Here, we discuss the later findings, under the assumption that if 
these methods were to be employed in instructional improve-
ment efforts, observation-level estimates of discourse properties 
would only be reported when there is enough Q&A discourse to 
generate reliable estimates beyond noting that little time was 
spent in interactive discourse. The class-level analysis includes all 
observations, frequency weighted by the number of teacher 
instructional questions with a student response.

Figure 2 provides a graphical representation of distribution 
overlap and correspondence. At the observation level, the com-
puter estimates provided a central tendency for authentic ques-
tions that closely approximates the mean and median of the 
human codes (an adjusted Wald test, correcting for clustering, 
revealed a nonsignificant (p > .624) difference in means between 
the human and computer codes—see Table 2). However, the 
computer estimates are more heavily clustered and peaky about 
the mean, and thus more normally distributed (kurtosis = 2.44 
compared to 3.0 for a normal distribution), with a somewhat 
lower standard deviation than the human codes (SD of .205 vs. 
.276). On average, the difference (absolute value) between the 
computer- and human-coded proportion of authentic teacher 

Table 2
Correspondence Between Observed (Human-Coded) and Semiautomated Estimates of the Prevalence of 

Authentic Teacher Questions in the Partnership for Literacy Study Data

Observation Level 
 (N = 428)

Observation Level, 
Restricted (N = 374)a Class Level (N = 116)b

Measures of central tendency and dispersion
 Mean (SD)
  Human coded .511 (.288) .520 (.276) .505 (.218)
  Computer estimated .519 (.210) .519 (.205) .514 (.142)
  Adjusted Wald test, diff != 0 p < .624 p < .940 p < .710
 Median
  Human coded .536 .544 .511
  Computer estimated .530 .530 .507
 Skewness
  Human coded –.135 –.161 –.035
  Computer estimated –.115 –.091 .175
 Kurtosis
  Human coded 1.94 1.94 2.46
  Computer estimated 2.44c 2.28 2.52
Measures of correspondence
 Mean |Diff| .213 .194 .141
 IQR of |Diff| .081, .297 .076, .278 .066, .196
 Correlation Coeff .424 .506 .602
Effect of class/teacher variables on correspondence
 R 2, from class IDs modeld .258 .313  
 R 2 from covariate model .145

aAnalysis restricted to observations with 300 seconds or more of time spent in question-and-answer segments.
bAll observations, frequency-weighted (by # of teacher instructional questions with response) class means.
cStandardized kurtosis; normal distribution has kurtosis of 3.0.
dOutput from STATAs ‘loneway’ command.
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questions was .194. Although this discrepancy may seem quite 
large, it corresponds to a correlation of .506. Further, at the 
observation level, we performed a decomposition of variance 
(regression of the absolute deviation between human and com-
puter codes on the set of class IDs) to identify the possible con-
tribution of class/teacher level influences on measurement. The 
R2 from this model was .313, suggesting that as an upper-bound 
estimate; about 30% of the variance in model performance may 
be due to contextual features of the classroom.

At the class level, the distribution of the computer estimates 
of the prevalence of authentic teacher questions more closely 
matched the human-coded estimates, but with a slightly higher 
mean value and reduced variation (SD of .142 vs. .218). The 
difference (absolute value) between the two estimates fell to 
.141, with the correlation increasing to .602. To identify possible 
effects of classroom and teacher context, we regressed the 
observed measurement discrepancy (mean absolute deviation) 
on a set of eight class/teacher covariates: teacher gender, teacher 
race/ethnicity, teacher years’ experience, class proportion 
Hispanic, class proportion Black, class-mean socioeconomic sta-
tus, class-mean fall achievement, and a variable capturing the 
Partnership Study treatment effects (see Kelly, 2007, for further 
description of variables). The effect of measured context was 
quite modest in these data (R2 = .145).

Fully Automated Approach on CLASS 5.0 Data

Informed by the performance of the semiautomated approach 
on the Partnership data transcripts, we were initially concerned 
that ASR errors might make fully automated authenticity mea-
surement in the CLASS 5.0 sample substantially less precise. 
However, the semiautomated measure was limited by the quality 
of the original Partnership question transcripts, which were 
never intended for this purpose. Rather, they were often 

shorthand transcriptions; because all of the human coding was 
done with video/audio data running, there was no need for high-
quality transcripts. Thus, the measures of correspondence 
reported in Table 2 likely underestimate the potential of our 
approach. Further, although ASR error rates are nontrivial, we 
found in supplementary analyses that the decline in information 
due to ASR errors has a very modest effect on performance 
(Olney, Kelly, Samei, Donnelly, & D’Mello, 2017, p. 264). 
Overall, there was reason to be optimistic about the potential 
performance of the fully automated codes.

Table 3 compares the observed and fully automated estimates 
of the prevalence of authentic teacher questions in the CLASS 
5.0 sample using specifications tailored to automated methods. 
For example, the automated methods include utterances occur-
ring in discussion and other segments not captured in the human 
codes. As before, we report results for the full sample (N = 132) 
and for a restricted sample (n = 113) obtained using a .20 prob-
ability threshold to omit sessions with a low probability of  
question-and-answer—also automatically estimated (see Donnelly 
et al., 2016). This yields a 14.4% reduction in cases, comparable 
to the 12.6% reduction in the Partnership.

The CLASS 5.0 sample data does differ from the Partnership  
in having a peaky mass of values close to zero, with a skewness of 
1.64 and kurtosis of 4.61 in the human codes (see also Figure 3). 
However, the central tendency and dispersion of the computer esti-
mates match the human codes quite well for both levels of analyses 
(adjusted Wald tests for the difference in means between the human 
and computer codes yielded p values > .127—see Table 3). 
Importantly, the computer estimates in the CLASS 5.0 data, which 
are based on ASR transcripts, are even more precise than those in 
the Partnership data (based on human transcripts), with a correla-
tion of .671 at the observation level and .687 at the class level.

Unlike the Partnership data, the precision of the fully auto-
mated estimates is clearly influenced by the specific classroom/

FIGURE 2. Distribution overlays and scatter plots of human- and computer-coded estimates of the prevalence of authentic teacher 
questions at the observation and class level: Semiautomated approach on Partnership for Literacy Study data.
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teacher being analyzed (R2 of .580 in the decomposition of vari-
ance). In the Partnership data, the effects of classes/teachers was 
restricted to contextual effects on syntactic features of words and 
sentences. In contrast, in the CLASS 5.0 data, in addition to 
these contextual effects, a whole host of speech-related features 
(e.g., background noise level, prevalence of interruptions, rate of 
speech, etc.) contribute to class ID effects, some of which are not 
readily overcome. Relatedly, in the CLASS 5.0 sample, we see a 
more limited improvement in precision when the observation-
level data are aggregated to the class level, compared to the 
improvement for the Partnership data. This feature might be 
explained in part by the fact that more of the variance in authen-
ticity occurs at the between-class level (in the gold standard as 
well as computer codes) in the CLASS 5.0 sample than in the 
Partnership sample.14 Beyond that, the limited improvement at 
the class level may be evidence of the substantial impact of class/
teacher-level speech-related features that deserve attention in 
future research.

Discussion

This study combined speech recognition, natural language pro-
cessing, and machine learning to measure the prevalence of one 
of the most important discourse features associated with a dia-
logic stance and constructivist teaching practice—question 
authenticity. Classroom discourse features are important not 
only for their immediate effect within a lesson or on the student 
who responds, but because they may even shape the overall 
learning environment by creating new norms of interaction that 
provoke thought and analysis and reduce the risk of negative 
evaluation (Kelly, 2007; Morine-Dershimer, 1985; Turner et al., 
2002). A focus on question authenticity, in particular, is part of 
a long-standing emphasis in educational research and improve-
ment on thought-provoking classroom discourse (Grossier, 

1964). While the large-scale studies of Nystrand and Gamoran 
were conducted primarily in English and language arts class-
rooms, authentic questions and related discourse practices are 
theorized to be valuable in the sciences and other subject areas 
(Greenleaf et al., 2011; Osborne, Simon, Christodoulou, 
Howell-Richardson, & Richardson, 2013). As a result, the 
authentic question construct has been incorporated into widely 
used teacher observation protocols. For example, the Danielson 
Framework for Teaching includes “teacher uses open-ended 
questions, inviting students to think and/or offer multiple pos-
sible answers” as an indicator of proficient questioning and dis-
cussion techniques (Danielson, 2011).

Yet automating the measurement of classroom discourse is an 
uncertain endeavor given the many challenges of measuring dis-
course in real-world classrooms: noise and chatter, dialect diver-
sity, data imbalance, and the fundamental complexity of the 
construct itself. Were we able to overcome these challenges in the 
present study?

The noise and chatter encountered in these data from middle 
schools had a relatively modest impact on automated measure-
ment, ostensibly due to the high-fidelity mic used and also 
because when data is collected over an entire class period, and a 
multitude of features are used in model building, the speech rec-
ognition errors likely only had a small effect on model perfor-
mance. Although continued research is needed, the Partnership 
data included much dialect diversity, and the automated mea-
surement was not highly sensitive to this variation. We did find 
model sensitivity to the overall variability in discourse features in 
the CLASS 5.0 sample, but we believe these features can be iden-
tified and accounted for in subsequent research. Although ques-
tion authenticity is certainly a complex discourse phenomenon, 
by drawing on a rich set of information from sequenced utter-
ances, our final best efforts at a fully automated coding process 
yielded a reliability (r = .687) sufficient, we believe, to provide a 

FIGURE 3. Distribution overlays and scatter plots of human- and computer-coded estimates of the prevalence of authentic teacher 
questions at the observation and class level: Fully automated approach on CLASS 5.0 sample.
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valuable complement to human coding in large-scale research 
efforts. With additional research, the automated approach we 
applied to authenticity can be readily extended to related aspects 
of classroom discourse (e.g., cognitive demand of questions).

However, imbalanced data clearly remain a challenge. In this 
project, this problem was so severe that it meant that authentic-
ity could not be detected at the utterance level, and automated 
methods for many discourse constructs (e.g., uptake), simply 
could not be fully validated. We anticipate we can overcome this 
problem in further research, identifying models that produce 
reliable estimates across sufficiently aggregated data (not neces-
sarily at the observation level). When applied to observations of 
individual class sessions, for example, to provide teacher feed-
back, automated systems must incorporate the inherent error 
caused by imbalanced data; teachers should not be given unreli-
able performance feedback on low-incidence rate measures. In 
other words, automated measurement that is sufficient for 
research purposes (e.g., comparing instructional practices across 
multiple teacher education curricula, etc.) may not be suitable 
for providing class-session-level feedback in certain use cases 
(e.g., teacher feedback). Relatedly, these methods should never 
be utilized for accountability purposes.

In interpreting the achieved reliability of .687, and our con-
clusion that this holds much promise for further development, it 
is useful to compare our results with contemporary observational 
methods in widespread use. Because we produce continuous, 

interval-scale estimates in contrast to the qualitative ordinal-
scale (e.g., basic, proficient, etc.) estimates generated with other 
protocols, we cannot directly compare reliabilities using correla-
tion coefficients. Nevertheless, rough calculations suggest our 
automated method compares favorably. For example, in the 
Measures of Effective Teaching (MET) study (ICPSR, 2014), 
interrater reliabilities of .09, .14, and .20 (in the kappa metric 
using simple, linear weighted, and quadratic weighting, respec-
tively) were reported for the Framework for Teaching’s Using 
Questioning and Discussion Techniques domain.15 In the 
CLASS 5.0 sample, the kappa agreement between the computer 
and human codes at the observational level was .13, .40, and .54 
(for simple, linear, and quadratic weighted kappas, respectively) 
when the continuous proportions were collapsed to an ordinal 1 
to 9 scale.

Beyond our particular study, much has been learned about 
teacher effectiveness and instructional practice from observa-
tional research since the major process-product studies of teach-
ing in the 1960s and 1970s (Brophy & Good, 1986). Insights on 
instruction have been incorporated into educational reforms 
from teacher education, to comprehensive school reforms, to 
efforts to standardize and coordinate curriculum at the state 
level, and beyond. Yet the labor-intensive nature of classroom 
observation has meant that the bulk of teachers’ work is either 
examined unsystematically or infrequently. Indeed, some policy 
approaches favor an emphasis on effective teachers (as identified 

Table 3
Correspondence Between Observed (Human-Coded) and Fully Automated Estimates of the Prevalence of 

Authentic Teacher Questions in the CLASS 5.0 Sample

Observation  
Level (N = 132)

Observation Level,  
Restricted (N = 113)a Class Level (N = 27)b

Measures of central tendency and dispersion
 Mean (SD)
  Human coded .042 (.051) .047 (.053) .039 (.034)
  Computer estimated .036 (.034) .037 (.031) .036 (.025)
  Adjusted Wald test, diff != 0 p < .334 p < .127 p < .713
 Median
  Human coded .023 .029 .029
  Computer estimated .026 .027 .031
 Skewness
  Human coded 1.77 1.64 1.13
  Computer estimated 1.59 1.33 1.04
 Kurtosis
  Human coded 6.08 5.58 3.21
  Computer estimated 5.72 4.61 3.14
Measures of correspondence
 Mean |Diff| .027 .028 .017
 IQR of |Diff| .007, .034 .008, .036 .006, .021
 Correlation Coeff .613 .671 .687
Effect of class/teacher variables on correspondence
 R 2, from class IDs modelc .568 .580  
 R 2 from covariate model —

aAnalysis restricted to observations where automated estimates of the probability of question-and-answer segments exceed 0.2.
bAll observations, frequency weighted by class mean number of utterances automatically estimated by the computer.
cOutput from STATAs ‘loneway’ command.
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by test score gains), rather than effective teaching, sidestepping 
the difficult process of measuring classroom practice (Gamoran, 
2012). Research that pairs established theories of teaching and 
learning with technological innovations of the kind used in this 
study may soon lead to a new era in research and school improve-
ment with a renewed emphasis on measuring classroom 
instruction.

NOTES

This research was supported by a grant from the Institute for 
Education Sciences (R305A130030). Amanda Godley, Ian Wilkinson, 
and Adam Gamoran generously provided comments on an earlier ver-
sion of this article. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions, or recom-
mendations expressed in this article are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily reflect the views of IES.

 1Nystrand’s CLASS is a research tool, not to be confused with the 
trademarked CLASS developed by Robert Pianta and colleagues.

 2The Partnership for Literacy Statistics in Table 1 are calculated 
on the maximum sample size with available observational data from 
the original study. The analyses in Table 2 are based on slightly fewer 
observations/classes with available audio data.

 3Kelly (2008) provides further detail on the Partnership data.
 4In Year 3, when student background surveys were administered, 

approximately 15% of students reported American Indian ethnicity 
(consistent with a substantial tribal population in the area), 19% were 
Black, 84% were White, and 3% selected Asian/American or other 
race categories (following federal OMB guidelines, race/ethnic catego-
ries are not mutually exclusive). Forty percent of students identified as 
Hispanic, with 23% reporting speaking a language other than English 
at home. There was substantial diversity in family socioeconomic back-
ground as well: 25% of students reported parents’ highest educational 
attainment as a high school diploma or less, 23% reported some college, 
while 52% reported a college degree or higher.

 5Further, questions that occur during discussion segments, 
defined as a free exchange of information among students and/or 
between at least three participants that last longer than 30 seconds, 
are not recorded. The decision to not record discussion questions was 
made in order to streamline the data collection; since the quantity 
of time spent in discussion is itself a central indicator of dialogi-
cally organized instruction, there was no need to additionally code 
that discourse. However, to support the development of automated 
methods, future research should code instructional questions during 
discussions.

 6The instantiation of these constructs in Table 1 are specific to 
the Nystrand framework and may differ from use in other research. In 
the Nystrand framework, uptake entails the incorporation of a previous 
answer into a subsequent question, which goes beyond mere revoicing 
such that the [student’s] response [is allowed to] redirects the flow of 
questioning. High cognitive level is a binary distinction between low-
level questions requiring only a reporting/recitation of facts (e.g., what 
happened) and high-level questions requiring a generalization or analy-
sis (e.g., comparisons, analyses, predictions, and explanations, etc.). In 
the most recent data (CLASS 5.0 sample), only about 11% of teacher 
questions were of high cognitive level or involved uptake, an average of 
about 3.7 per observation. Given these low prevalence rates, the pres-
ent study focused only on automating the measurement of authentic 
questions.

 7In the Partnership data, the interquartile range for question 
authenticity was 5.5% to 42.4% for the control group and 26.2% to 
67.7% for the treatment group at the observation level. At the class 
level, the corresponding IQRs were 12.2% to 38.5% and 31.2% to 
59.9%, respectively. In the CLASS 5.0 data, question authenticity 

had an IQR of 18.7% to 52.5% at the observation level and 21.3% to 
51.2% at the class level.

 8Of interest to observational research designed to characterize 
teachers’ long-run practice, the studies reported in Table 1 generally 
collected four observations per teacher. Ancillary analyses conducted 
during this study of the reliability (estimated by the Spearman-Brown 
prediction formula in STATAs ‘loneway’ command) of teacher-mean 
discourse practices show that indeed four observations is approximately 
a point of diminishing returns. For example, the reliability of the pro-
portion of authentic teacher questions estimated with four teacher 
observations is approximately the same as that with three, while the 
reliability of uptake and cognitive level estimates improve by a mere 
13% and 6%, respectively, with the fourth observation.

 9We also experimented with microphone arrays and sound source 
localization using Microsoft Kinect devices, but this approach did not 
scale to a large number of students in a classroom.

10We also recorded general classroom audio using an additional 
microphone, but these data are not analyzed here. See D’Mello et al. 
(2015) for details.

11We experimented with both Google and Bing ASR but only 
report results for authenticity measurement for Bing because it was 
superior to Google (despite having slightly higher ASR errors).

12As with the Partnership data, supervised learning approaches 
require labeled data in the form of language features aligned with “gold-
standard” authenticity codes for instructional questions. This alignment 
requires filtering instructional questions from all other teacher utter-
ances, which was done by the human coders for the Partnership data, 
a luxury not available to the fully automated approach. As a result, the 
data contained speech that would otherwise be excluded from CLASS 
coding (e.g., statements, procedural questions). Thus, rather than iden-
tifying instructional questions, we created our labeled dataset by align-
ing all teacher utterances with authenticity codes.

13Observation-level means and standard deviations (variability 
between observations) reported. N = 428 audio-available sample from 
Table 2 for Partnership reported.

14Importantly, though, this increased variance does not correspond 
to an increase in the range of discourse practices; the variance in the 
CLASS 5.0 sample was driven by differences between very low preva-
lence rates in some teacher’s classrooms and average prevalence rates in 
others, whereas the Partnership data included instructional observations 
with high incidence rates of authenticity.

15These values are specific to the rating process used in the MET 
study, and should not be assumed to apply to more general use of the 
Framework for Teaching (FFT).
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